features contribute to categorical representations using images of intact objects and scrambled "texform" versions 45 of the same objects. Crucially, the texform versions of the objects were unrecognisable but preserved mid-level 46 features such as texture. Using fMRI, they found the categories of animacy and size were similarly coded in the 47 brain for intact and texform versions of objects, thus demonstrating that such representations can arise without 48 the explicit recognition of an object (Long et al., 2018) . In MEG and EEG, one study showed that animate and 49 inanimate objects cannot be differentiated when they are closely matched for shape (Proklova, Kaiser, & Peelen, 50 2019 ). Other studies, however, have found that object animacy decoding generalises to unseen exemplars with 51 different shapes (cf. Contini et al., 2017) , suggesting animacy decoding, in part, might be based on general 52 conceptual representations. Taken together, these results suggest that either there is some abstract conceptual 53 representation of animacy, or that objects within the animate and inanimate categories share sufficient visual 54 regularities to drive the categorical organisation of object representations in the brain. 55
In the current study, we tested the contribution of visual features to the dynamics of emerging conceptual 56
representations. We used a previously published stimulus set (Figure 1 ) that was designed to test the contribution 57 of mid-level features to conceptual categories (animacy and size) in the visual system (Long et al., 2018), which 58 consisted of luminance-matched real objects, and scrambled, "texform" versions of the same objects that retain 59 mid-level texture and form information (Long, Störmer, & Alvarez, 2017; Long et al., 2018). To determine the 60 extent to which the conceptual categories of the intact objects are driven by mid-level features preserved in the 61 texforms, we used EEG and a rapid-MVPA paradigm (Grootswagers et al., 2019). Previous work using this 62 paradigm has shown that the presentation rate limited the depth of object processing (Grootswagers et al., 2019; 63
Robinson, Grootswagers, & Carlson, 2019) . In this study, we similarly varied presentation rates to study how the 64 emergence of categorical information is affected by the processing time devoted to each image. We found that 65 EEG activation patterns of texform versions of the animate and inanimate objects were decodable, but that 66 animacy decoding of intact objects was more robust, and could be achieved at faster presentation rates. Together, 67 our results provide evidence that visual features contribute to the representation of object categories, but higher 68 level abstraction cannot be achieved from statistical regularities alone. 69
70
Figure 1. Stimuli and design. Stimuli were 120 objects categorizable as animate or inanimate, and as big or small. 71
A. The first half of the experiment used texform versions of objects (presented first so that participants were not 72 aware of their intact counterparts). B. In the second half of the experiment, the original intact versions were used. 73
All images were obtained from https://osf.io/69pbd/ (Long et al., 2018). Stimuli were presented at four 74 presentation frequencies. C. Example texform sequence at 5Hz, where stimuli were presented for 200ms each. D. 75
Example intact object sequence at 5Hz. The sequence presentation orders for intact objects and texforms were 76 matched. Participants performed an orthogonal task where they responded with a button press to the fixation dot 77 turning red. 78 In sum, the image-level decoding results were similar between texforms and intact objects, apart from the intact 94 objects at 5Hz, where a larger second peak was observed that was not apparent for the texforms. rates. Animacy of the intact object images, in contrast, could be decoded above chance for 5Hz, 20Hz and 30Hz 107 ( Figure 3B ). Onset of animacy decoding was approximately 150ms for the 5Hz and 20Hz conditions, and at 220ms 108 for the 30Hz frequency. This result shows that the shared visual features between texforms and intact objects 109 contributes to, but do not wholly explain, the categorical representation of animacy in the brain. 110
In the final analysis, we asked if the categorical representation of real-world size emerges similarly for intact and 111 texform versions of objects. An exemplar-by-sequence cross-validation approach was used to decode real world 112 size (small versus large objects) for the texform and intact objects. At none of the presentation rates was (featural) 113 real-world size decodable from the texform stimuli ( Figure 4A ). Real world size of the intact object images was 114 decodable for 5Hz and 20Hz frequencies ( Figure 4B ). Combined, the animacy and size decoding results show a 115 fundamental difference in how conceptual categories emerge for intact objects and their scrambled counterparts. 116 117 we previously found that slower object presentations reached higher, more abstract levels of visual processing 140 (Grootswagers et al., 2019). Thus, the absence of animacy decoding for texform objects at faster presentation rates 141
indicates that higher level processing was required for the animate/inanimate distinction in texform stimuli. We 142 interpret these findings as evidence that shared visual features between texforms and intact objects contribute to, 143 but do not wholly explain, the categorical organisation of animacy in the brain. 144 similar categorical representations along the visual hierarchy but that the recognizable images generated stronger 146 category responses (Long et al., 2018). The current results further show a clear difference in the temporal dynamics 147 of animacy representations within the visual system for featural versus conceptual object representations. At faster 148 presentation rates, animacy decoding was observed in intact objects but not in texforms, indicating that intact 149 objects promote categorical representations with limited processing. It is important to note that the intact objects 150 were shown only in the second half of the experiment, which might have contributed to better animacy decoding 151 for intact objects. However, image-level results were similar between texforms and intact objects, which suggests 152 that the experimental paradigm was not wholly responsible for the differences in categorical-level decoding. 153
Together, these results suggest that brain responses to intact objects contain additional animacy category 154 information over and above the statistical visual regularities present in the texforms. 155
The texform scrambling process was used to render images unrecognisable, while maintaining featural image These findings support the notion that large-scale categorical organisations in the visual system are to some extent 167 driven by mid-level visual features. However, if concepts were decodable using only brain responses to mid-level 168 feature, then this would predict above-chance decoding of concepts also at faster frequencies for the texforms. 169
This was not the case in our results. Instead, we only observed animacy decoding for the slowest (5Hz) 170 presentation frequency, which suggests that the conceptual animacy category only emerges from mid-level features 171 the amount of evidence that supports the successful recognition of an object. For example, the intact objects have 177 a well-defined outline that separates the object from the background, while the edges of the texforms are more 178 blurred. This potentially could disrupt segmentation processes which in turn delays the amount of time it takes for 179 information to reach higher level recognition stages. The results of this study therefore suggest a complex interplay 180 between early and late stages of processing that ultimately manifests in more abstract categorical representations. In conclusion, we found that animacy was decodable from texform versions of objects, but that animacy of intact 192 objects was more strongly decodable, and at faster presentation frequencies. 
